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Sustainable Evolution

Progressive perspectives, bold actions, and a wish to tangibly foster change in
the community around us, are the foundations of our projects. It is a space that

has advanced by utilising our resources and potential to its best, in order to
support the emergence of an evolving India. By encouraging students, we have
founded various organisations and are working on multiple projects with them.

Here are a few ongoing ones. 

Through actively addressing sustainable development goals of clean
water and sanitation and good health and wellbeing under an

organisation called “Do Mutti Ka Dum”, we have been driven since 2018
to create a large-scale impact. 

 
We were able to integrate about 100 student volunteers from our school
and through crowdfunding, raised a hefty sum of over £36,376.28 which

was used to create North India's only open-defecation-free village, Pali by
building 110+ toilets. Last year during the global pandemic, we donated

medicines and provided free checkups to the underprivileged. While
these projects continue to progress till date, we are also planning water

restoration in the very same village. 
 

Through these 2 projects and our upcoming project we were able to
integrate our research skills, learnt better communication and grew into

our roles as leaders while growing into more responsible citizens.
Through these projects we gained deeper insight on the needs of

communities surrounding us and an understanding of how the  facilities
we consider basic and overlook, are the cause immense hardships for
some. We tied up with doctors from EHCC hospital as well as the local
govt in order to provide the check ups and treatment for villagers. For

these efforts we were acknowledged in local newspapers as seen above.  

Do mutthi ka dum



Being the leaders of our student council we undertook multiple
projects to make our school campus as well as public schools more

sustainable. 
To segregate waste in our school we placed wet and dry waste bins

around our campus including the cafeteria, after holding seminars to
educate the student body. The dry waste is being recycled while the
wet waste is composted. Additionally, we've taken a step closer to

making our school campus 100% sustainable by installing solar panel
 Recently we held an e-waste drive in our school and over 200

students donated their used batteries, laptops and phones. We plan
to refurbish some of the waste collected and distribute it to public

school students to facilitate their online learning. 
Through the e- waste drive we were able to increase the quality of

education through educating school students about waste
segregation and helped dispose their e waste in a safe manner.   

 
 

School Based Sustainability

We’re also in the process of launching our application, whose purpose is to emulate a self-
sustainability guide for anyone wanting to start their sustainable journey. On our app, we
begin by prompting a series of closed-ended questions to the user, the answers to which
determine the sustainability stage a user is on. Our app is designed to cater specifically to
the users needs by then following them up with potential steps they could adopt towards

being more sustainable than they already are. A problem we encountered while testing our
app was tweaking and orientating our suggestions as closely as possible to the user. Later,

however, using our analytical, critical thinking and research skills, we were able to tackle it as
we switched our sustainability guide to a more generic one.

The global sustainable goals that we targeted through this app are climate action,
sustainable cities and communities and quality education. We hope to impact the daily lives
of people in order to live more sustainable lives. Out of our team each of us have spent an

approximation of 20 hours on this project, coding, deciding marketing strategies and
designing the interface. 

We also plan on partnering with the following firms- Aadhan, Dailydump and Navaltboats
 

Sustainability App

@domutthikadum@parvaah @jpiscouncil - Anany Kotawala, Rhythem Jain and Jesha Harlalka 
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